
Dear Jim, 	 1/21/76 
For various reasons this has been a joyless day. So, your letters of the lOth.both so well thought out and put together, brought some light into it* I got a pretty decent walk in, came in with the paper, finished it up in a hurry while resting and than the mail came with the disagreeableness forced by the Ggh letter. I swear if that medical administrator's wife asked for sex held refer her to the Claims Committee. Boiever, what I learned inflow York, of which I may have sent carbons, limits my options, patienci and time. The latter in the sense of getting care, doing something about it or both. Than it snowed, 'leaning no afternoon walk. Maybe meaning JL, who is due to-

morrow, can't, coma. Net  that much snow yet. But he lives in the city, has enrage  nnE is better at using cabs than worrying about snow tires. Although the calendar call has been postponed we have to work on that case (king) when we can. SO the medical will have to wait, with me giving him copies to read and keep. 
Sometimes I actually enjoy the walks despite the discomfort, partly from what is on MY mind and holds it and partly because I know they are good for me. More is a .dad of satisfaction in being -able to push myself until I stagger before turning ereunde:rre learned to stop first,'Onteh My breath and Adjust to going dawn hill. But I'we beediryittu' to do this at least wilco a day, so the snow disappoints unless it melte and the reeds are not sliPPerY• 
Lil has arranged tides most days. While I welcome this time and saving of ,the - mileage it also mean* that re denied the Oahu to walk where thave is no snow. But we don't have that lull of it so I won't miss much walking. 
I'm also having to experiment, as I am now to learn where a pressure spot inside the upper left thigh is made uncomfortable by having both legs up while I type. Voi begin- ning to think so. 

Depending on the years, I imagine Green will remember Lou Nichols and Certha De Ioadh. Thanks for the suggestion and ,the address. 
"Your three grate say all there is to say about the media. And surviving it. But I have no choice and sometimes I may it work. VRIMOMO adjusted to the times it doesn't and I keep looking and teyin&ler the moment I'm ,encouraged with Neweammkeity*  Got a nice and not necessary letter from the Newedgy national editor today. It is more difficult for me because in addition I have to pierfor-the sins ef. the others*  
ela the Potomac story my resentment was Bud's dismissing Jim, who him done all the  as no more than a jovial legman while hogging all the credit none of whioh is due him. Since my first and angry reaction I've been troubled that Saul would write such a story because he knows the truth. 

Your China letter is the best summary I've ever seen. I also have no pre-1970 knowledge. (I've not read the clips. I save them for rest periods that were fewer todity and taken up with packaging. I was tempted to disouu the content with Whitten but felt I'd best not take the time. Their yesterday's °alumnus good, so I than 0141r gloated on one that old OSS man ift) Meth Kith and perhaps Carlson. Be liked both ideas.) Interestingly all the commentary I sew was honest recognition of Chen. Including TY. I saw/heard nothing nasty I think it represents more than that be is safely dead. Became thistles one of the more important and fascinating developments in rollout years I'd like to discuss this more than I will. I'm beginning to feel tiredness, later than last night or the one before. (And wouldn't you know it, both nights I got midnight calls that lasted!) However, I think it was inevitable, as was "detente." We've got three great powers all hating each other and each having to try to play the old British game of divide and rule. Each has stem needs the other can meet. This is part of what makes our Angolian adventure so insane. It weakens us all around. 
Perhaps the process was hastened a bit by Chinese assessment that Nixon would be bound to get into trouble. Getting out of VII was inevitable as was the unemployment it 



meant. And our economy had been geared to war since the Great Depression. Our trouble 
was certain. Putting this another wey, the question was days rather than years. It did 
not make any difference who was president, the situation could have varied only in 
degree. It simply isn't possible for us to produce an administration that without a 
major disaster causing it can dream or reordering national priorities and the 'economy. 
We live on waste that generates evil. Or, by evil that requires waste. 

The survival of one who might change it is, as we have seen, sot likely. (Tier.) 

It the best hope As the Congress, how much hope does it justify except on occasional 
issues, like POIA. 

Aside from the impossibility of any President in the current era being able to 
make a basic difference, look at the announced candidates. The one ray of promise is 
for the future at bests Mathias' effort to reorder the parties. There may be enough 
Republicans horrified at a choice between Ford and Reagan. 

So, when China felt more secure ve Russia her time to move hid acme. 

Unless Mao's death touches something off, MY guess is that China's position, 
actually and relatively, is going to improve steadily. It is organised, moving and set-
tled unless there is this kind of unsettling. Not true of either US Or USSR, Shia 
bee cast its seed upon thmgroend with marmot* wastes in ipso' with so *Oh domesitic 
need. The simplest needs, too. Sams with such hurtful adventures as beiag first with SST, 
a realpiegnotHOF,9w!ev1Lblewitfor years to come smulating:Nadison Avenue 
thinking, eyea'leintioned fOxi'064.044.); 

I'd like to oarry thii further. Not only because it has helped me work out 
of the mood lam in. But I'd beat go to bed. I look forward to the amplification of 
the clips. Thanks for all. 

Sincerely, 


